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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO SOYBEAN AND
SOYBEAN PRODUCT MARKETS
In order to understand the soybean sector in Iowa, one must abstract
it from a much broader context. To analyze past behavior and future
trends in Iowa, we must recognize that the state is merely one small, but
integral, component in a soybean market that is international in scope.
In the 1970s and 19808, modem producers have become painfully aware of
how dependent they are upon world trade, and that they are no longer
insulated from the uncertainty of macroeconomic influences. So, it is
against this background that our attention will be focused first.
The soybean industry has experienced phenomenal growth since 1945.
Dominating this expansion has been the United States, which has increased
its production over five times its postwar level. The U.S. currently
accounts for about 65 percent of the world's supply of soybeans. The
reasons for such a multiplication of output are legion, however, a few
major causal factors can be readily identified (see Table l.l).
The demand for soybeans is derived from the demand for the products
of the crushing process, that is, soybean meal and soybean oil. Although
some consumers use whole beans for food preparation (mainly in China and
Japan), most consumption is in the form of meal and oil.
Soybean meal has become the more valuable component, from the
crushing process. It is used as a major source for the making of high-
protein feed supplements for livestock and poultry. Since the demand for
red meat and poultry has been on the increase in the developed countries.
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i.e., the U.S., Japan, and the European community, soybean meal has been
much favored for its excellent protein content. Rising populations and
growing real disposable incomes have been a major impetus for this
greater meat consumption. In response to this demand, U.S. production of
soybean meal rose by 156 percent between the years 1961 and 1982 (see
Table 1.2).
The world has also seen a greater substitution from other oils and
animal fatsto soybean oil consumption. The primary use for such oils is
more directly linked to human diets, as they are used in cooking, salads,
and margarines. The larger supply of soybean oil (up 149 percent during
1961-1982) is due to its joint production with soybean meal, for which
demand has grown relatively faster. As a consequence, soybean oil has
become comparatively cheaper with competing oils such as palm, coconut,
and peanut oil. Even so, much of the U.S. oil production went unsold in
commercial markets and was disposed of by concessionary sales to less-
developed countries, namely through the Public Law 480 (Food for Peace)
program. Oil exports under P.L. 480 rose from 282 million pounds in 1955
to a high of 831 million pounds in 1967 and generally accounted for more
than half of total exports. But, by the early 1970s, commercial sales
began to outstrip P.L. 480 exports. So, by 1981, commercial exports had
increased over fivefold, reaching 1.740 billion pounds, whereas P.L. 480
exports have since fallen to 350 million pounds (see Table 1.3).
Change in the supply side of the market has been occurring, also.
Yields per acre of soybeans have nearly doubled since World War IX. This
is a result of improved techniques of cultivation and irrigation, pest
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control, and better strains of soybeans. Oil yields have gone up as well
since 1945 with the introduction of mills using solvents in the separa
tion process, in lieu of the older screw press method. And, to keep pace
with the burgeoning demand for meal both here and abroad, domestic
crushing capacity has expanded 323 percent since 1955.
The U.S. accounts for about 60 percent of the world's total
harvested acreage, hitting a record 72.2 million acres in 1982. This is
nearly double the acreage of 1960 and it represents the bulk of the
increase in total world soybean acreage. Another major producer, China,
has not increased its acreage much and has relied on imports from the
U.S. and South America to satisfy its domestic needs.
World exports of beans and bean products amounted to 10.5 billion
dollars in 1981, with the U.S. by far the most dominant exporter.
Currently, about 80-85 percent of the beans, 30-40 percent of the
soymeal, and 25-35 percent of the soyoil exports come from America, and
account for about a quarter of the value of U.S. agricultural exports.
However, some nations, such as Brazil and Argentina, have emerged as
major rivals, especially in the soymeal market. Government assistance
has enabled them to lure away customers who would have otherwise
purchased from American sources.
The Soviet Union has had a significant impact on the export market.
Although their own production has climbed, they still need imports to
satisfy their desire to upgrade the diets of their citizens with more
meat. In the late 1970s, the U.S. was the source of 60-90 percent of
their imports. Such trade has not been uncontroversial, however.
Short domestic supplies and the invasion of Afghanistan have prompted
embargoes on sales to the U.S.S.R. in 1973 and again in 1980, which have
encouraged the Soviets and others to diversify their sources of supply
and soften the impact of an American pullout from the market. China has
also bought substantial quantities in the past decade, but U.S. sales
there have dropped off recently due to political disagreements about
American textile quotas and the Taiwan situation.
Recent economic developments have curtailed export trade somewhat.
Stagnant economies, foreign debt problems, and the weakness of foreign
currencies relative to the U.S. dollar has slowed the rapid growth of the
1970s. Our high interest rates are held responsible for keeping the
dollar high and our exports more expensive to foreign customers. For
example, although the Chicago cash soybean price in the first quarter of
1984 is nearly the same as three years earlier, the price paid in foreign
currencies has risen 62 percent against the British pound, 30 percent
versus the German mark, and ten percent over the Japanese yen.
Soybean meal exports have slumped in the last several years, and
some of this may be due to foreign governments promoting the development
of their own domestic soybean processing industries. They may do this
through higher import tariffs on meal, export taxes and quotas on
soybeans, or subsidies to both processors and exporters. Thus, these
exports lure away customers for American soybeans and provide foreign
soybean producers with a much needed means for obtaining foreign
exchange, allowing them to purchase other imports and service their
mounting debt costs on foreign loans.
Soybeans have not been a major focus of government programs to
control supply. The tremendous growth in demand has not made
intervention by the government necessary. But, farm policies have had a
more indirect effect through their impact on crops that compete for the
same land and resources as soybeans. These crops include corn, wheat,
rice, and cotton. Price supports, diversion payments, acreage set
asides, and Commodity Credit Corporation activities have all made a
difference in the acreage allocation decision of the farmer.
The 1983 payment-in-kind program has had an indirect effect on soy
bean acreage. Since many soybeans are double cropped with winter wheat,
which experienced reduced acreage when farmers agreed to idle land in
exchange for government grain stocks, soybean acres also went down. In
addition, producers who declined to participate in the program may have
shifted from normal soybean acreage to corn, wheat, and cotton because
they expected higher returns on those crops included in the program.
Iowa Soybean Sector
For many years, Iowa has been the second ranking soybean state,
behind only Illinois with 12-13 percent of total U.S. acreage, 12-17
percent of total production, and 12-21 percent of all U.S. cash receipts
from soybeans. Acreage planted to soybeans has risen from 25 percent of
the total harvested acreage in Iowa during the early 1960s to 30 percent
by 1982. Soybean acreage grew 224 percent over this period, an average
9.7 percent per year. Acreage declined in the years 1974-1976, but vrent
on to reach new highs by 1982. In addition, Iowa's share of U.S. soybean
acreage peaked in 1974 at 13.7 percent, but has since fallen due to
increased production in the southern Delta states.
Soybean yield per harvested acre in Iowa increased 57 percent from a
low 25.5 bushels in 1960 to 40.0 bushels in 1981. The drought of 1983
sharply cut yield to 34 bushels, a 15 percent drop from 1981. The Iowa
average soybean yield declined by 18 percent in 1974, but returned to its
trend level the following year when more normal weather conditions
prevailed, Iowa's average yield is generally above the U.S. average by
about 20 percent.
Total bean production went up by 40 percent during the past 25
years. Output dipped whenever acreage fell and weather disasters struck,
such as 1974, 1976, and 1983 (see Table 1.4).
Season ending stocks in Iowa have generally trended upward since
1960, but are highly variable from year to year depending on the demand
conditions. Total stocks fell to low points from 1970-1973 as prices
began to pick up because of smaller world bean supplies. Stocks climbed
to new heights after 1976, reaching 99.2 million bushels in the 1982 crop
year, a 177 percent increase over the 1960 level.
Soybean crushings in Iowa mills expanded about 160 percent over the
period, totaling 189.4 million bushels crushed by 1980. ^out half of
Iowa's soybean crop is shipped outside the state to be crushed. Soybean
raeal production increased 171 percent to 4.3 million tons in 1982, and
soybean oil output swelled to 1.95 billion pounds in 1982. Crushing
yields did not significantly change over this period, as most mills had
converted to using the solvent method of extraction by 1960.
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Ti\e season average soybean price received by Iowa fanners ranged
from $2.13 in 1960 to $7.39 in 1980. A smooth upward trend during the
1960s suddenly gave way to volatile fluctuations of the 1970s. Prices
soared 54, 38.5, and 21 percent in 1972, 1976, and 1980, respectively.
Similar declines of 25, 19, and 25 percent were observed in 1975, 1977,
and 1981. But, prices in Iowa tend to follow the U.S. average price
closely. The largest variances from the U.S. mean were 8.5 percent above
in 1972 and 4.2 percent below in 1974.
The soybean to corn price ratio is considered an important indicator
for the acreage mix planted to each commodity. In the earlier years of
the postwar period, this ratio had a range of 1.6-1.8. This changed
generally by the 1970s to a ratio of about 2.0-3,0. An explanation for
this may be a change in the relative costs of production between the two
crops.
Iowa farmers received $1.8 billion for sales of soybeans in 1982
(see Table 1.5). This represents 18 percent of the total cash receipts
from all farm commodities and 43 percent of the cash receipts from crops
in Iowa. Together, corn and soybeans account for 95-97 percent of all
cash receipts from crops in the state. This is a 1,100 percent increase
since 1960, but the cost of living has swelled considerably during the
same period. So, real sales have risen by a still respectable 290
percent.
Crop production expenses have nearly tripled in the past 15 years,
from $2.30/bushel of soybeans in 1969 to $6.76/bushel in 1983. Costs for
equipment, hired labor, fertilizers and chemicals, and farmland have all
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risea steadily. Fuel shortages, inflation, and high interest rates have
all contributed to this spiral, although soybeans have been less affected
than other more energy intensive crops. After years of constant price
rises, many farmers anticipated continued increases and expanded their
operations through purchases of new equipment and land. But, the Federal
Reserve began its anti-inflation policy in 1979 and since that time
farmers have been squeezed by high credit payments and stagnant farm
prices.
Objectives
The specific objectives for carrying out this study are:
1) to specify a simultaneous equations system reflecting the supply
and demand for soybeans, meal, and oil at the national level;
2) to generate an acreage response elasticity for Iowa given the
parameters of the national model;
3) to estimate a cost function for Iowa and calculate net income
from soybeans; and
4) to evaluate, within this framework, the impacts of changes in
basic market relationships and government agricultural policies upon
Iowa.
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CHAPTER 2. THEORETICAL MODEL SPECIFICATION
Review of Relevant Literature
The first studies of soybean and related product markets began to
take shape during the mid-1960s. Vandenborre's 1966 study induced a ten
equation simultaneous model for soybean oil and meal demand. Using first
differences and two-stage least squares, he found that the demand for oil
and meal exports was less inelastic (-0.9 for oil, -0.58 for meal)
compared to domestic demand (-0.45 for oil, —0.28 for meal).
Houck, Ryan, and Subotnik (1972) put together the first really
comprehensive work on the domestic and foreign markets for the soybean
complex. Their book brought together an historical analysis of the
product markets and substitute products, with empirical work on regional
acreage response, import demand, and impact multipliers of policy
changes. Their econometric model has set a pattern for the formulation
of later studies.
Heady and Rao (1965) estimated soybean acreage response and produc
tion supply functions for the major soybean producing states, including
Iowa, and for the U.S. as a whole. They found that for a ten percent
change in the soybean to corn price ratio, there was a corresponding 2.31
percent change in acreage in Iowa, compared to a 3.37 percent change in
total U.S. acreage. In general, their results indicated that soybeans
were influenced more by corn prices than those of other competing crops,
such as cotton, wheat, oats, or hay.
15
Matthews et al. (1971) used a model with 13 simultaneous demand
relationships and six regional acreage response functions. They
discovered that a ten cent increase in the soybean price would increase
total U.S. acreage by 628,000 acres, corn belt acreage by 255,000, and
would reduce corn acreage by 987,000 overall and by 481,000 in the com
belt. They also estimated the impact of a devaluation of the U.S.
dollar. Given a ten percent drop in the value of the dollar, one could
expect a soybean price rise of 24 cents.
Meyers and Hacklander (1979) developed a 16 equation econometric
model for bean, meal, and oil markets to determine the effects of a
transformation in important market relations. Reduced form impact
multipliers were generated for shifts in soybean yield, corn price, the
exchange value of the dollar, the level of competing bean and meal
exports, the level of high-protein animal units, and the disappearance of
oil substitutes in the U.S.
Fryar and Hoskin (1981) also present six regional soybean acreage
functions, using the deflated net returns from soybeans, corn, cotton,
oats, and rice to predict the level of acreage response. They also
implicitly assume an adaptive expectations approach by including lagged
acreage in the equation. They estimate that a 50 cent decline in bean
prices will reduce total acreage by 2.23 million, and a 30 cent rise in
the corn price will lower acreage planted to soybeans by 2.6 million
acres. Likewise, they figure that an increase in soybean and corn
expected yields by ten bushels per acre will result in 702,000 more and
2.2 million acres less, respectively. Finally, they assume an increase
16
in energy costs which would translate into a cost increase of $1.50/acre
for soybeans and $2.85 for corn. The end result from this would be a net
rise in bean acreage by 104,000 acres.
The model used in this study can be divided into two sections. The
first part has a national focus and is similar to previous models in its
examination of beans, meal, and oil with respect to their three distinct
means of disposition: domestic disappearance, exports, and the demand
for inventories. The second part concentrates on the Iowa market. By
linking Iowa to the national model, we can generate an Iowa acreage
response equation, determine soybean disposition within Iowa, and compute
measures of net farm income from soybean farming.
Table 2.1 lists all 23 of the interrelated behavioral equations and
market clearing identities for each commodity, where Appendices A and B
contain the variable definitions and the actual data used in the model.
The following section explains each of the equations of the
theoretical model and the reasons for the selection of the included
element s.
U.S. Soybean Acreage
Equation (2.1) is a national acreage response function and is
similar in form to that of Fryar and Hoskin (1981). Soybean acreage
planted in the next year is thought to be influenced by the current
profitability of soybeans, as well as the major rivals for farmland,
corn, and cotton. The net returns from these crops are computed to be
the current season average price received by farmers times the most
17
Table 2.1. Structure of the U.S. model^
SOYSAE « fCDSmiEl, DCORNRE, DCTNRE, CORPEl/SOYPEl, CORPDl/CORPF,
SOYSAE_j^) (2.1)
SOYSC = fCVLOM, SOYPM, CVSOY) (2.2)
SOYHC = f(SOYPM/GNPD, SOYSC + SOYMX, SOYSPE, SOYHG, SOYHC.^,
CORPF/GNPD) (2,3)
SOYPF « f(SOYPM, DUM72, D74) (2.4)
SOMDDT =« f(SOMPM, CORPF, LIVIFI, HPAUTST. FEEDHPS, D74, D79) (2.5)
SOODDT = f(SOOPM/GNPD, L0G(CEN1/GNPD), COODD + FAODD + PAODD,
BUTTLD, 076) (2.6)
SOOHC = f(SOOPM/GNPD, SOOSP, SOOHCC + SOOPL, SOYSPE, SOOHC_j^,
D80) ~ (2.7)
SOOXTOT = f(SOOPM/SDR, SOOPL, IRESDEV, OESOYX.j^) (2.8)
SOYXTOT = f(SOYPM/SDR, VALOM/SDR, CORNXPS, LIVEPUJl) (2.9)
SOMXTOT » f(RSOMCOR, SHIFT79, FIMPW, LIVEPUJl) (2.10)
SOOPL = f(SOOPM, SOOSP) (2.11)
SOYSPE = SOYSPE * SOYSAE * 0.98 (2.12)
SOYSC = SOYSP + SOYHC_j + SOYHCC,^ - SOYMX - SOYHC - SOYDV (2.13)
SOYMX = SOYXTOT + SOYXSC - (SOYMXBR-SOYMXBRS1) * 0.0367 (2.14)
SOMSP = SOYSC * SOMSC * 50 (2.15)
SOOSP = SOYSC * SOOSC * 100 (2.16)
SOMDDT = SOMSP + SOMHT_^ - SOMMXES - SOMHT (2.17)
SOMMXES = SOYXTOT - 1.1023 * SOMMXBRl (2.18)
SOODDT = SOOSP + SOOHC_^ + SOOHCC_, - SOOXES - SOOPL - SOOHC
- SOOHCC (2.19)
SOYHT = SOYHC + SOYHG (2.20)
SOYCM = (SOMSC * S0MPM)/2G + (SOOSC * SOOPM) - SOYPM (2.21)
SOOXPL = SOOXES + SOOPL (2.22)
SOOXTOT = SOOXES + SOOXF (2.23)
Variable definitions in Appendix A.
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recent three-year average yield, less the variable costs of production,
and deflated by a general price index for that crop year. Policy
variables are included to account for the effects of relative changes in
the corn to soybean support prices, and a ratio of corn diversion
payments to the corn price received by farmers. Increases in either
ratio are expected to reduce soybean acreage planted. Lagged acreage
acts as a method of incorporating technological inertia and trend into
the function.
Crushing Demand
Equation (2.2) enumerates those factors considered to be important
in the demand for the domestic crushing of soybeans. Since crush demand
is derived from the demand for oil and meal, a weighted average of the
value of the two products per bushel is calculated. The wholesale
soybean price is the input cost to the processor, and an increase will
reduce the margin and the quantity crushed. A physical constraint on the
level of production in the short run is specified through the crushing
capacity of U.S. mills.
U.S. Soybean Stocks
The components of demand for commercial stocks plus stocks under
government loan are shown in equation (2.3). A rise in the deflated
wholesale price for soybeans is expected to induce more supplies for
current use and a smaller placement into inventories. Likewise, a drop
in the bean price relative to the oil price should increase carryover
19
stocks that will be later converted to oil and meal. The amount crushed
plus bean exports provide a measure of the current demand, and stocks
demand can be considered as a kind of residual demand. With an expected
bean production variable, we can test whether speculation about bean
prices plays a significant part in the decision to hold or release
stocks. Government-owned stocks may counteract this same speculative
activity by reducing the potential price volatility resulting from a
shortfall in soybean production. We utilize lagged stocks as a proxy for
long-term trend and as a fixed capital constraint for storage facilities.
A deflated corn price variable is included to account for the
substitution between the two crops as competition for storage space would
decrease as the returns to corn increased. It is hypothesized that at
harvest a relatively stronger corn price would reduce corn stocks and
make it possible to withhold soybeans frcrai immediate marketing.
U.S. Soybean Price Transmission
The season average price received by farmers is positively linked Co
Che wholesale bean price in equacion (2.4). Since farmers respond to the
farm price in their acreage decisions and demand for soybean crush
depends on the wholesale price, such a function is necessary Co connect
the two sectors in the model. Dummy variables are also included here for
1972 and 1974 to explain the sharp fluctuations in price during the
marketing year.
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Domestic Soybean Meal Demand
The function for sojmieal disappearance is presented in equation
(2.5). The quantity of meal demanded is largely determined by
consumption in the livestock and poultry sectors. As a primary feed
source, the corn price is negatively correlated to consumption of meal,
which is used as a high-protein feed supplement. The soymeal price has
the same inverse relationship. Consumption of high-protein feeds
excluding fish and soymeal can be adequate substitutes for soymeal use.
An index of livestock prices directly reflects the demand for fed cattle,
hogs, and poultry, which in turn affects meal disappearance. We include
a measure of livestock population for similar reasons.
Domestic Soybean Oil Demand
The domestic disappearance of oil depends inversely on the deflated
oil price, along with the consumption of competing fats and oils. Among
those considered here for the substitution effect are butter and lard,
and cottonseed and palm oils. The income effect is captured by using the
logarithm of real consumption expenditures on nondurable goods and
services. This implies that as real income increases, the percentage
change in oil consumption is positive, but decreasing. In order to
improve the fit of the equation, a dummy variable for the year 1976 was
also included. This function is symbolized in equation (2.6).
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U.S. Soybean Oil Stocks Demand
The criteria for holding comrnercial oil inventories is closely
related with the decision to hold bean stocks. Therefore, equation (2.7)
resembles (2.3), having real oil price and expected soybean production
affecting the level of speculative inventory holding. The current level
of oil production requires a corresponding amount of stocks in order to
meet current demand. The sum of CCC-owned oil stocks and donations to
foreign countries under the P.L. 480 program is assumed to exert an
offsetting impact on privately-held stocks. And, in order to incorporate
a Nerlovian-type distributed lag for the adaptation between actual and
desired stocks, we add stocks from the preceding period to the function.
Oil Exports Demand
Commercial shipments of soybean oil are specified in equation (2.8).
Competing sources of soyoil from Argentina and Brazil are also included
in the total. The level of world soyoil exports is not greatly affected
by price, that is, it is very price inelastic. For the stronger income
effect, we use the amount of international currency reserves held by
nonpetroleum exporting, developing countries. This seems to be a better
indicator of the importing country's (such as India and Iran) ability to
pay. Another postulation is that concessions for soybean oil made under
P.L. 480 will partially displace commercial exports. One can consider
the oil equivalent of the last year's bean exports to be a perfect
substitute for soyoil purchases, so a negative coefficient is expected
for this variable.
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Soybean Exports Demand
Equation (2.9) is a demand function for total world soybean exports.
This includes shipments by the U.S., Brazil, and Argentina to the world,
but excluding the U.S.S.R. and China. Since Western Europe and Japan
currently account for about two-thirds of the world's imports of
soybeans, we will focus on the factors of greater relevance to these
developed nations.
The U.S. soybean price has been adjusted here for changes in the
exchange rate of the dollar as denominated by the SBR rate, which is a
market basket of currencies from the five moat important exporting
nations. Imported beans are crushed to meet the feed supplement
requirements of the receiving nations, so having a measure of swine and
poultry production in the European community and Japan ought to be a
significant explanatory variable. Other demand shifters include: a
weighted average of the value of U.S. corn and E.G. threshold prices for
corn, and a value of soybean oil and meal component, adjusted for
exchange.
Soybean Meal Exports
As in (2.9), the Common Market and Japan currently import approxi
mately one-half of the world's soymeal exports. Equation (2.10)
enumerates those factors deemed to be important. We use a ratio of the
U.S. soymeal price adjusted for international exchange over a weighted
average of world corn prices. This serves as a measure of the relative
substitutability between meal and corn. In addition to these prices,
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there is the price of another major high-protein substitute, fish meal.
The consolidation of the scale of hog and poultry production in the E.G.
and Japan points out the derived nature of meal demand. And, lastly, for
an unexplained reason, exports rose sharply from 1979 through 1982. SOj
an intercept shift is used to account for this phenomenon.
The remaining equations of the national block, (2.12)-(2.23), are
identities defining the price relationships, physical transformations,
and production disposition of all the product markets. It should also be
noted that soybean meal stocks are considered exogenous in this model.
Due to the perishable nature of meal, stocks are insignificant in size.
P.L. 480 Exports
An additional innovation to this analysis is an attempt to
endogenize the level of soybean oil exports under the Public Law 480
program into the model. The underlying assumption for this is that
government officials make their decisions with respect to current market
conditions. Hence, one may expect that donations would increase when oil
demand is weak and oil price relatively low, and vice versa. And, since
the program is intended to reduce surplus oil supplies gone unsold in
commercial markets, a positive correlation between U.S. oil production
and P.L. 480 exports would be anticipated.
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CHAPTER 3. IOWA SUBMODEL SPECIFICATION
Although several studies have looked at acreage response on a
regional basis, none have attempted to recursively connect a major
soybean producing state, such as Iowa, to a simultaneous national model.
The purpose of this study is to further disaggregate to a state level
and, hopefully, to get more reliable parameter estimates for the
forecasting of the production decisions of Iowa farmers. It is far
easier to maintain the assumption of homogeneity among Iowa farmers than
it is for a much broader national average with respect to their planting
decisions because of their similar circumstances with regard to weather
conditions, output prices, and input costs, which vary considerably with
geography. It also may be of some interest to trace through the
disposition of soybeans within Iowa. What conditions will bring about
greater inventory holding, or intra-state processing, or net exports to
other states and nations? This model also seeks to examine the issue of
how Iowa aggregate net farm income derived from soybeans has changed in
the past, how it compares with other crops, and how it may be expected to
fluctuate given shifts in certain important macroeconomic relationships.
The Iowa submodel contains 13 equations, some estimating demand and
supply functions, others connecting the Iowa block recursively to the
national model. The following section presents a discussion of each
function from Table 3.1 (see Appendix A for the variable definitions).
Figure 3.1 gives a schematic presentation of the relationships in the
model.
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Table 3.1. Structure of the Iowa submodel'
lASOYSAE * fClASNR, lACNR, CORPDl/IACORPF, CORPEI/IASOYPLI,
IASOYSAE_j (3.1)
lASOYHC = fClASOYPF, IACORPF. IASOYSP, SOYHG. IASOYHC_j) (3.2)
lASOYSC a fdASOYPF, VALOM, lASOYSC.j) (3.3)
lASOYPF s 0.99 * SOYPF (3.4)
lACORPF - 1.004 * CORPF (3.5)
lASOYPLl s 0.995 * SOYPEl (3.6)
lASOYSD - lASOYSP - lASOYUF (3.7)
lASOYNX 3 IASOYSD - IASOYSC (3.8)
lASOYVS = IASOYSD * IASOYPF (3.9)
lASOYEXP = SYVC * IAS0YSAE_^ (3.10)
lASOYNFI = IASOYVS - IASOYEXP (3.11)
lASOMSP 3 IASOMSC * IASOYSC * 50 (3.12)
lASOOSP 3 lASOOSC * IASOYSC * 100 (3.13)
^Variable definitions in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.1. Flow chart of the Iowa submodel
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Iowa Soybean Acreage
The first equation of the Iowa sector is shown by (3.1), which
estimates the expected planted soybean acreage in Iowa. It is similar in
nature to the U.S. equation, but uses Iowa prices and expected yields
instead. The constituents of this equation are; the deflated net
returns from both soybeans and com, a ratio of corn to soybean support
prices, a ratio of U.S. diversion payment to Iowa corn price, lagged
acreage, and a dummy variable for 1972 to account for the large upward
shift in that year.
Iowa Soybean Stocks
Equation (3.2) presents the factors thought to determine the amount
of total stocks (including government-owned stocks held in Iowa).
Soybean price is expected to be negatively correlated to stocks as
farmers generally try to hold onto their supplies, speculating that their
future returns will improve. Positive influences include: the Iowa corn
price, since inventory holders will sell corn given a price rise and free
up limited storage space; current soybean production in the state; total
U.S. government stocks; and the previous period's carryover. It was not
possible to separate stocks held in Iowa into privately held and
government owned. The data were simply unavailable.
Iowa Crushing Demand
We may also be interested in the crushing industry within Iowa.
This subject is examined in equation (3.3). The soybean price received
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by farmers is expected to have a depressing effect on crush since it is a
cost to the firm. But, the value of oil and meal component represents
the revenue received by the crusher and has a positive sign attached to
it. As a proxy for trend and physical capacity constraints, crush in the
previous year is included as an explanatory variable. Measures of the
production of soybean meal and oil within Iowa are generated by equations
(3.12) and (3.13), respectively.
Price Linkages
The bridge between the Iowa sector and the national sector comes
through the price linkages in equations (3.4)-(3.6). The Iowa market
prices for soybeans and corn are expressed as a proportion of the U.S.
season average price which has been endogenously determined from the
national model. Likewise, the Iowa support price for soybeans has been
defined as a fixed percentage of the national effective support price.
This rather simple approach assumes that prices are formed outside the
state, i.e., Iowa is a price taker. This is not an unreasonable premise
considering the international scope of the soybean trade.
Iowa Net Farm Income
The contribution from sales of soybeans to Iowa net farm income is
estimated by equations (3.7)—(3.11). From the total production, we
subtract the amount used on Iowa farms for purposes of seed and feed for
livestock and get the quantity marketed. These sales can be broken down
further into the portion crushed within the state, and that part that is
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exported to other states and countries for utilization. The model uses
value of sales, i.e., quantity sold times season average price, as its
estimate of gross cash receipts. The correlation between the two is
quite close, and we lose little predictive ability by using value of
sales. On the cost of production side, total expenses from soybean
production are approximated by multiplying the national average variable
cost of soybeans per acre times the Iowa planted acreage. The data on
actual expenses do not exist, but the variable cost appears to be
substantially correlated with changes in more broadly based price
indices, such as the producer price index. Finally, the proxy for net
income from soybeans is merely the difference between value of sales and
total expenses.
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CHAPTER 4. STATISTICAL MODEL
The following section discusses the assumptions and method of
parameter estimation and simulation for this soybean model. The
empirical work here concerns the sample period from 1961 to 1982. This
time span is considered recent enough to be relevant, sufficiently long
for us to have confidence in the statistical results, and displays
substantial variation in the data to test the validity of the theoretical
model. All of the annual data used in this paper are presented in
Appendix B.
Assumptions of the Model
The regressions performed here follow the form of the classical
linear regression model, for which the structural form can be briefly
denoted in matrix form by:
Yr+XB=U (5.1)
where Y = T x M matrix of endogenous variables,
X » T X K matrix of predetermined variables,
U =* T x M matrix of error terms,
B s K X Mmatrix of predetermined variable coefficients, and
M X M invertible matrix of endogenous variable coefficients.
We can reformulate this system into a reduced form model by
premultiplying (5.1) by T getting
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Y+ xbt"^ = r"^U (5.2)
and rewriting,
Y « xn + V (5.3)
where II = -BT ^ and V= UT ^
The coefficients for the reduced form can be estimated using the
ordinary least squares estimator» or
n - (X'X)"^X'Y (5.4)
The underlying assumptions for the equations of the entire model are
as follows:
1. Each function has a random error term with a normal distribution
and expected value of zero, E(U) = 0.
2. the variance of the eror terra is constant over all observations,
2
i.e., the functions are homoscedastic, E(U'U) = a In.
3. The values of the error terms between two observations are
considered independent, or have zero covariance.
4. The disturbance terras are uncorrelated with any of the
regressors, E(X'U) = 0.
5. We have included only the relevant independent variables, which
are nonrandom and measured without error.
6. The matrix of independent variables is of full rank, that is,
there are no exact linear combinations between the variables.
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7. The errors across equations are uncorrelated, E(U.*U^) "0. If
this is not the case, 2SLS is inefficient and the three-stage
least square estimator has the smallest variance.
8. All equations are identified, or the number of basic endogenous
variables included as regressors cannot be greater than the
number of excluded exogenous variables plus any additional
endogenous variables for each structural equation. Since the
equations of this model are overidentified, the use of two-stage
least squares makes for the proper number of instrumental
variables for nine unique solution sets.
9. The number of instruments used in the first stage of two-stage
least squares is assumed to be sufficient to insure
identification and reduce the variance of the estimate, but less
than the number of observations. Otherwise, the 2SLS estimator
Is really OLS, and, hence, inconsistent.
Estimation Procedure
The model is block recursive in structure. That is, the equations
for the national block for beans, meal, and oil are solved
simultaneously, and from which we can then derive solutions for the
equations of the Iowa submodel. Use of ordinary least squares (OLS) for
the national model would be inappropriate, because the simultaneous
nature of the system would make OLS estimates biased and inconsistent.
But, since the Iowa sector is recursive, it is justifiable to use least
squares for these equations. To avoid simultaneous equations bias, the
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choice was made to estimate the parameters by means of nonlinear two-
stage least squares (N2SLS). This procedure uses all available
information and produces asymptotically unbiased parameter values,
although it is less well known how the small sample properties of N2SLS
compare to OLS. Some studies suggest N2SLS is better, and is less
susceptible to problems such as multicollinearity. I have used the
technique of principal components to provide us with an adequate,
although arbitrary, number of instrumental variables, since there are
more predetermined variables than there are observations. The principal
components are chosen to maximize their correlation with the endogenous
variables and, hence, reduce the correlation between exogenous variables
and the error terms. This is the first stage of two-stage least squares,
from which the instruments are then regressed using OLS.
The nonlinear estimation is performed using the Gauss-Newton method
algorithm. This is an iterative linearization approach, where the
nonlinear regression equation is given initial parameter values (from
OLS) and repeatedly regressed until the coefficients converge, or do not
vary significantly from their previous values. We then can proceed to
make use of these parameters for both static simulation, employing the
actual data for prediction, and for dynamic simulation, where the
computed values are inserted into the equations. These estimates can
then be compared to the time paths of simulations where key exogenous
variables have been changed. Some of the multipliers of special interest
for the soybean product markets are: the corn price, the general price
level, the exchange rate, soybean yield, and government support prices.
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Testing Assumptions of the Statistical Model
One of the necessary tests of the model's assumptions is for the
presence of autocorrelation. If successive values of the disturbance
term are positively or negatively correlated, as they may be over time,
this would mean that our least squares estimators do not have minimum
variance. Considering the temporal nature of the data, it would not be
improbable to experience some difficulty here with this problem.
In order to detect the presence of serially correlated errors, the
Durbin-Watson d-statistic has been computed and reported for each of the
applicable equations. This test establishes intervals where an extreme
value for the d-statistic suggests nonindependence of the error terms.
The Durbin-Watson statistic is merely the sum of the squared differences
in successive error terms divided by the sum of squared errors, or
^ 2
•
I u
t+1
As the number of observations increases to infinity, d approaches two.
So, a Durbin-Watson value within fixed bounds about two would allow us to
fail to reject the hypothesis of no serial correlation.
However, this test is inappropriate for the case of lagged dependent
variables used as independent variables. This is the nature of several
of the equations of this paper. Use of the Durbin-Watson statistic when
a lagged dependent variable is used means that the test is less powerful
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and is biased towards two, hence, a conclusion of no serial correlation.
Alternative tests such as the Durbin h may be used instead. The h-
statistic is asymptotically, normally distributed with zero mean and unit
variance, and is valid even for equations with lags of dependent
variables that exceed one period. The h statistic is defined as
h - (1 - 4) '2' n - N[Var( 6)1 •*
This test breaks down if the number of observations times the variance of
the coefficient of the lagged dependent variable is greater than one. In
the event of this happening, we may employ another procedure where we
regress the OLS residuals on the lagged residuals and observe whether the
coefficient form this regression is significantly different from zero.
Validation of the Simulation Model
The preliminary specification of the model has been based upon the
results of individual OLS regressions. Variables considered to have some
explanatory effect were used and evaluated with respect to their level of
2
significance (t-value), coefficient of determination (R ), mean square
error (MSE), and Durbin-Watson statistic (d). We should also examine how
well the multi-equation model performs overall. A number of criteria
have been developed to gauge the ability of the simultaneous equations
model to track the historical data.
The root mean squared error (RMSE) is the average deviation of the
simulated from actual values over time, or
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, N 1/2
RMSE - [ i r (Y® -
" t-l ^
Since the value of RMSE is dependent upon the units used for the
variable, a more informative approach is the root mean squared percent
error (percent RMSE). This statistic states the deviation in a
proportional form, making it easier to compare results between variables,
or
% RMSE
1/2
, N (Y^ - Y^)
i I E- ]
A iN
t«l
So, a value close to zero for root mean squared percent error would be
highly desirable.
Theil's inequality coefficient U presents us with another method to
analyze the validity of the model's structure. The root mean squared
error has been standardized so that the inequality coefficient lies
between zero and unity, where a score of zero means all of the simulated
values equal the actual, and a value of one means the simulated values
are always the opposite sign of the actual observations. The inequality
coefficient can be expressed as
U
, N 2
1/2
. N 2
1/2
, N 2
1/2
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This expression can in Cum be split into three parts. They are defined
as follows:
1. A proportion accounted by bias, which is the difference between
the means of the actual and forecast values, or
(Y® - Y®)
1 N 2*
1
t«l
This is a measure of systematic error, and we would like it to be as
small as possible.
2. A variance component contrasts the variability of the simulated
values with the fluctuations of the actual data. This proportion is
denoted by
(o - a
U® = • ® ^
N 2*
t«l
This component gives us an idea of how well the model predicts turning
points. It also should be close to zero.
3. An unsystematic error component represents the randomness of the
errors after the first two inequality proportions have been accounted
for. It can be denoted by
2(i-p)a a
^ ^
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where p is the correlation coefficient and <J and a are the standard
s a
deviations for the simulated and actual values, respectively. Hopefully,
will account for most of the simulation error.
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CHAPTER 5. ESTIMATION AND VALIDATION OF RESULTS
In this chapter, the estimated coefficients from the system are
presented in Table 3.1, as well as measures of their statistical
significance and a simulation of the historical data. The equations from
Chapters 2 and 3 have been calculated by nonlinear two-stage least
squares. The parameters derived from this procedure are then used to
make a base simulation. The t-statistics are placed in parentheses below
their coefficients, and elasticities at the mean are put into brackets.
The results of the OLS regressions for the Iowa sector are similarly
listed in Table 5.2. The variable definitions are in Appendix A.
Evaluation of the Estimated Equations
Overall, the model produces statistically significant relationships
and reasonable signs and sizes of the coefficients. The price
elasticities are generally close to values found by previous studies, and
support some conclusions others have made with regard to the relative
sizes of elasticities of domestic, export, and inventory demands for
beans, meal, and oil. Tests of the null hypothesis of no autocorrelation
were either inconclusive or a failure to reject, except in the case of
the Iowa soybean crushing equation. Since this equation is not a central
issue of this study, the problem will be ignored here.
The acreage equations for the U.S. and Iowa suggest that Iowa
farmers are less price responsive than all fanners on average. An
increase in soybean net returns of ten percent will induce a positive 1.7
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percent change in acreage planted in Iowa, whereas nationally a 3.5
percent acreage increase would occur, assuming all other effects are held
constant. Notice also that for the Iowa equation the corn diversion
variable was omitted, since a negative coefficient could not be achieved
for that equation.
Iowa crushing firms also appear to be less influenced by changes in
their input and output prices than the U.S. industry as a whole. Iowa
crushers respond to a ten percent increase in the value of oil and meal
by crushing an additional 4.5 percent, compared to 18.2 percent expansion
by the industry. The two-stage least squares estimates were used in
place of the nonlinear parameters in this case, as the price elasticities
from the nonlinear approach were unreasonably low.
The effect of soybean prices on Iowa and national inventory holdings
seems to be roughly comparable. However, the price elasticities are
considerably more inelastic than estimates achieved in other studies,
such as the elasticity of -2.29 found by Meyers and llacklander (1979).
This result may impair the model's forecasting precision, and the
discrepancy may be due to the different periods covered by the studies
and the use of a corn price effect.
The price linkages between U.S. farm and wholesale levels and Iowa
farm and U.S. farm prices have strong statistical relationships between
them evidenced by the very high correlation coefficients and parameter
values of near unity.
The domestic meal demand function gives results remarkably similar
to that of Meyers and Hacklander (hereafter M&H) and Vandenborre (1966).
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Hieir respective estimates of -0.21 and -0.28 concur with the meal price
elasticity computed in this model.
U.S. soybean oil disappearance is predicted to decrease 1.6 percent
for every ten percent increase in the real oil price, which is
considerably smaller than Vandenborre's -4.5 percent, but larger than the
-0.6 percent of M&H. The real income effect for this equation is much
stronger than the latter study's income elasticity of 1.10.
The major determinant of changes in oil stocks is the level of oil
production, with a positive elasticity of 1.60. The real oil price
elasticity is smaller, being —0.32 here and —0.39 in the M&H study.
World soybean exports are quite sensitive to price shifts in
soybeans and soybean products as well as corn prices. The evidence from
equation (8) in Table 5.1 implies that given all other things equal, a
ten percent increase in currency adjusted bean price will reduce exports
14.4 percent. Baumes and Meyers (1980) have a similar total bean export
equation, but find a higher -19.9 percent effect.
World demand for soymeal exports can be seen to depend substantially
on the livestock production of the developed nations of Europe and Japan.
The model also reports an elasticity of -0.74 for the ratio of soymeal
price to the average world corn price. This tends to support the
assertion that export demand is less inelastic than domestic demand.
The price elasticity of demand for oil exports is rather small at
-0.15 and not significant at a five percent level, and would indicate
that exports are no more price responsive than domestic demand. The
coefficient on P.L. 480 exports implies a substantial tradeoff
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between donations and commercial exports. The international reserves of
developing countries variable is somewhat crude, but appears to be an
important factor.
Equation (11) in Table 5.1 does surprisingly well in predicting P.L.
480 exports using just soybean oil prices and production. As expected, a
ten percent rise in soybean oil prices vrould reduce the amount donated by
8.5 percent.
Table 5.3 lists the statistics of fit from the basic dynamic
simulation. All of the root mean square percent error terms are less
than one, except for the crushing margin and oil exports. The individual
endogenous variables track the historical data quite well using this
model, or at least better than one might predict by a random guess.
Figures 5.1-5.6 give a visual depiction of how well certain important
endogenous variables such as bean, meal, and oil prices compare to their
simulated values. As you can seen, some variations arise between the
years 1979 and 1981.
Table 5.4 presents Theil's inequality coefficients and their
decomposition into the three components of bias, variance, and
covariance. Fortunately, all of the variables have relatively small
measures of systematic error or bias. However, the crushing margin still
does not appear to do as well, as witnessed by the large accuracy
indicator. This may render some of our results less accurate than
desired.
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Table 5.3. Statistics of fit
Variable N RMS error RMS % error
lASOYEXP 22 11.7204 0.0331907
lASOYSD 22 8.44123 0.0399334
lASOYPLl 22 0.0528146 0.0215382
lACORPF 22 0.0452635 0.0248977
DCTNRE 22 0.000062723 9.576E-07
DCORNRE 22 0 0
SCMSP 22 960.451 0.0477022
SOMPM 22 19.216 0.123241
SOMXTOT 22 741,316 0.211658
SOYPM 22 0.855979 0.17311
SOYHC 22 49.682 0.629899
SOOXES 22 308,446 1.7536
SOYXTOT 22 39.6948 0.108657
SOODDT 22 252.971 0.0501198
SOYPF 22 0.799394 0.172601
SOMDDT 22 601.839 0.0456167
SOYSC 22 40.6291 0.0478721
SOYSPE 22 95.8063 0.07329
SOYHT 22 49.4854 0.340397
SOYMX 22 39.6844 0.110638
SOMMXES 22 741.318 0.234907
SOOXTOT 22 308.446 0.422423
DSNREl 22 16.1554 0.28 7342
SOOSP 22 450.039 0.0489314
SOOHC 22 154.739 0.206719
SOOPL 22 182.086 0.421505
SOOPM 22 4.97965 0.312266
SOYSAE 22 3.57341 0.0740883
lASOYPF 22 0.805753 0.171277
SOOXPL 22 303.635 0.223161
OESOYX 22 432.74 0.108657
SOYCM 22 0.162837 0.9618
lASOYSC 22 14.7295 0.12941
lASOYVS 22 185.788 0.148334
lASOOSP 22 164.534 0.12941
lASOMSP 22 368.939 0.12941
lASOYHC 22 13.5371 0.58774
lASOYNX 22 16.9313 0.274728
lASOYSAE 22 0.222713 0.03448
lASOYNFI 22 193.191 0.227731
lASOYSPE 22 8.4463 0.039313
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Table 5.4. Theil's forecast error measures
Decomposition
aeLaui-ve
change Bias Regress. Disturb. Accuracy
Variable N MSE (UM) (UR) (UD) (Ul)
lASOYEXP 22 0.00127923 0.05 0.00 0.95 0.0001
lASOYSD 22 0.00171197 0.21 0.01 0.77 0.0002
lASOYPLl 22 0.000463296 0.00 0.04 0.96 0.0066
lACORPF 22 0,0010342 0.01 0.31 0.69 0.0169
DCTNRE 22 3.965E-13 0.05 0.00 0.95 0.0000
SOMSP 22 0.00246861 0.00 0.36 0.64 0.0000
SOMPM 22 0.017598 0.00 0.11 0.89 0.0010
SOMXTOT 22 0.114673 0.05 0.57 0.38 0.0000
SOYPM 22 0.0324 0.00 0.43 0.57 0.0362
SOYHC 22 0.460346 0.04 0.64 0.32 0.0040
SOOXES 22 2.40533 0.01 0.34 0.65 0.0015
SOYXTOT 22 0.0145841 0.01 0.31 0.68 0.0002
SOODDT 22 0.00286238 0.00 0.34 0.66 0.0000
SOYPF 22 0.0326844 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.0386
SOMDDT 22 0.00225035 0.00 0.19 0.81 0.0000
SOYSC 22 0.00249637 0.00 0.35 0.65 0.0001
SOYSPE 22 0.00551636 0.00 0.26 0.74 0.0001
SOYHT 22 0.188657 0.00 0.28 0.72 0.0022
SOYHX 22 0.0157384 0.01 0.38 0.61 0.0002
SOMMXES 22 0.125203 0.05 0.56 0.40 0.0001
SOOXTOT 22 0.124542 0.04 0.17 0.78 0.0001
DSNREl 22 0.0843704 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.0044
SOOSP 22 0.00256174 0.00 0.24 0.76 0.0000
SOOHC 22 0.0776043 0.00 0.05 0.95 0.0003
SOOPL 22 0.140254 0.00 0.52 0.48 0.0006
SOOPM 22 0.111391 0.00 0.48 0.51 0.0181
SOYSAE 22 0.00566309 0.01 0.48 0.51 0.0015
lASOYPF 22 0.0326245 0.00 0.49 0.51 0.0386
SOOXPL 22 0.0610615 0.00 0.15 0.84 0.0002
OESOYX 22 0.0147132 0.01 0.34 0.65 0.0000
SOYCM 22 1.96051 0.02 0.00 0.97 3.5676
lASOYSC 22 0.0158124 0.11 0.37 0.52 0.0010
lASOYVS 22 0.029447 0.03 0.23 0.74 0.0001
lASOOSP 22 0.0191726 0.11 0.54 0.36 0.0001
lASOMSP 22 0.0188707 0.10 0.50 0.40 0.0000
lASOYHC 22 0.636237 0.00 0.07 0.93 0.0145
lASOYNX 22 0.046678 0.24 0.01 0.76 0.0024
lASOYSAE 22 0.00127152 0.06 0.02 0.92 0.0055
lASOYNFI 22 0.0756513 0.02 0.26 0.72 0.0003
lASOYSPE 22 0.00165524 0.22 0.00 0.78 0.0002
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CHAPTER 6, IMPACT ANALYSIS
Using the results of the system's parameters from Chapter 5, we can
now shock the model and determine the consequences of shifts in major
exogenous variables. The shocks will be considered to be a constant
yearly absolute or percentage increase, beginning in 1976 and until 1980.
This time period should be able to tell us the year by year impact on
prices, acreage, and production for the three commodities for both the
U.S. as a whole and Iowa by itself. Comparative statics is used to
analyze the impact of these shifts in relation to the base, or
equilibrium, solution. Since the model is nonlinear, linear combinations
of the impact size are not valid and will not give necessarily comparable
results. The impact may also depend on the time frame of the results.
The impact may also depend on the time frame of the base simulation. The
impact multipliers for 11 cases are presented in the tables of this
chapter, with a brief discussion of each below.
Case 1: Corn Price
The chain of events for a ten cent rise in the corn price goes as
follows. First, domestic demand for meal increases, but is more than
offset by the rise in meal price. And, although the demand for domestic
crush is stronger, a lesser quantity of beans is processed in order to
satisfy expansion of foreign exports and inventories. The cutback in
meal and oil production reduces exports, stocks, and consumption of both
commodities. In Iowa, we find a reduction in bean acreage and production
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in spite of a rise in soybean price. The corn price increase more than
offsets this, and the net effect is a substitution towards corn
production in Iowa. The value of the soybean crop is enchanced, and net
farm income rises by $26->37 million. It should be remembered that this
is only the impact on soybean income. The effect on income from corn is
not included in this model. Table 6.1 has the consequences of the corn
price effect, and Figure 6.1 has been included to facilitate the
conceptual understanding of the model's adjustment.
Case 2: Corn Diversion Payments
Government policy can exert substantial change on farmers*
production decisions. A paid diversion program awards cash payments of
so many cents per bushel to those fanners who voluntarily withdraw land
from production of a commodity. We analyze here the effect of a ten cent
per bushel increase in a corn diversion program. The consequent
reduction in corn acreage cuts corn production and pushes the price up.
Previous work by Bauraes and Meyers (1980) calculates an increase of 47
cents in the corn price resulting from a ten cent rise in diversion
payments. Hiis estimate is implemented into the present model, with the
results presented in Table 6.2.
Since the rise in corn price doe.s not take effect until the
anticipated rise in corn production is realized, the first year impact is
due solely to the influence of the diversion payment on soybean acreage
planted. The expected decline in soybean production increases the amount
held in bean and oil inventories. There is a tradeoff at the expense of
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Table 6.1. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model
(sector: component: unit: +104/bu. corn price)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) 0 7.2 5.1 3.8 3.4
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -4.4 -1.5 -2.6 -3.0 -2.9
Comm. exports (mil. bu.) 1.6 2.8 2.0 1.8 1.9
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) 2.8 5.9 5.7 5.1 4.4
Acreage^.^^ (1000 acres) 144.5 -27.1 -60.8 -65.3 -38.2
Margin ((^/bu.) 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2
Price (<f/bu.) 18.5 12.1 15.2 16.1 17.5
Meal:
Supply (1000 tons) -103.0 -37.4 -62.9 -72.9 -68.9
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -27.9 11.3 -9.8 -8.8 -24.7
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -75.2 -48.7 -53.1 -64.1 -44.2
Price ($/ton) 5.93 4.25 5.16 5.11 5.8
Oil
Supply (mil. lbs.) -48.0 -25.5 -32.6 -35.2 -34.1
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -26.1 -12.6 -15.8 -18.2 -17.1
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) 2.2 -1.9 -3.3 -1.3 -1.3
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -15.7 -7.7 -10.9 -13.4 -13.7
Stocks (mil. lbs.) -8.3 -3.4 -2.6 -2.3 -2.0
Price (<j/lb.) 0.50 0.25 0.35 0.43 0.45
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 -0.4 -1.4 -2.2 -3.0
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.2
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) 1.7 2.3 1.9 1.6 1.3
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -0.3 -0.9 -2.2 -3.2 -4.3
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) -11.7 -38.3 -58.8 -80.3 -99.6
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 34.9 26.6 29.8 37.0 26.4
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 7.7 11.2 18.3 23.9 30.0
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 3.7 5.3 7.8 9.8 14.7
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Table 6.2. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +104/bu. corn diversion payment, +474)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) 0 -12.7 23.3 15.2 11.2
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -0.3 -26.0 -10.9 -15.4 -16.3
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) -0.3 3.7 10.5 7.5 6.5
Stocks (mil . bu.) 0.6 9.6 23.7 23.1 21.0
Acreage^^j (1000 acres) -442.3 453.3 -279.8 -399.5 -438.3
Price (Decatur) (<|/bu.) 1.6 100.4 68.3 81.1 83.2
Margin (<}/bu.) 0.1 3.6 4.9 4.9 4.8
Meal:
Supply (1000 Cons) -6.6 -611.4 -261.0 -369.7 -392.3
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -2.4 -187.5 -11.8 -81.7 -71.0
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -4.2 -423.9 -272.8 -288.0 -321.3
Price ($/ton) 0.10 30.32 21.73 25.76 25.3C
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) -3.1 -276.5 -160.3 -186.7 -188.9
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -7.0 -156.0 -89.4 -98.5 -102.4
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) 0.3 14.2 2.1 -7.1 -0.6
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -3.8 -94.8 -56.7 -68.4 -76.3
Stocks (mil. lbs.) 7.5 -39.9 -16.3 -12.7 -9.6
Price (4/lb.) 0.13 3.0 1.9 2.2 2.5
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 0.1 0.3 3.9 6.4
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 0.03 1.7 2.8 4.0 5.1
Iowa stocks (rail, bu.) -0.1 6.9 10.0 8.6 7.5
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -0.03 -1.6 -3.1 -7.9 -11.5
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) 4.4 -12.3 -106.2 -176.4 -257.0
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 3.0 195.6 163.1 173.9 219.1
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 0.7 39.4 59.0 95.3 123.6
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 0.3 19.1 27.7 40.4 51.6
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bean exports and crush, which lowers meal and oil production and elevates
their respective prices. Net income in Iowa rises by $3 million in the
first year.
The subsequent years include the 47 cents rise in corn prices, as
well. This is by far the more dominant force in the market, and
intensifies the magnitude of the multipliers. Iowa net farm income now
jumps by $163-219 million. The effect of the diversion pajrment by itself
(ignoring the impact of an inevitably higher corn price) would elevate
net income by $30-50 million in Che subsequent years.
Case 3: Corn Loan Rate
We can also look at the consequences of raising the support price
for corn on the soybean sector. Assuming that the market price is above
the loan rate, we can expect an increase in the supply and a
corresponding fall in the corn price received by farmers. Baumes and
Ifeyers (1980) have computed a drop in chat price by five cents a bushel
for a ten cent increase in the support price. However, in the instance
chat the market price for com has fallen to equal the corn price
support, the increase in the support price would also raise the price
received by farmers by the same amount. The outcomes from both
situations are detailed in Tables 6.3a and 6.3b, respectively. Like the
diversion payment, the corn price effect is not felt until the following
year, and generally overwhelms the loan rate. The initial response is
diagrammed in Figure 6.1.
The first year impact is the same for both situations, but have the
opposite results in the next years. The expected drop in soybean
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Table 6.3a. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector;
component: unit: +104 corn loan rate, -54 corn price)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil, bu.) 0 -6.6 -7.4 -6.2 -4.9
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -0.15 -0.6 -0.5 0.0 0.5
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) -0.15 -2.7 -2.4 -1.9 -1.7
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) 0.3 -3.3 -4.6 -4.4 -3.7
Acreage^^j (1000 acres) -231.4 -139.0 -50.8 -25.9 -62.0
Price (Decatur) (if/bu.) 0.8 -2.7 -1.8 -3.7 -4.6
Margin (^/bu.) 0.1 -0.6 -0.4 -0.5 -0.4
Meal:
Supply (1000 tons) -3.4 -15.5 -11.8 -0.4 12.3
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -1.2 -10.9 -18.2 -8.1 -6.3
Coimn. exports (1000 tons) -2.2 -4.6 6.5 7.7 18.6
Price ($/ton) 0.05 -1.90 -1.58 -2.02 -2.09
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) -1.6 -2.9 -5.6 0.4 5.2
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -3.7 -3.8 -6.0 -2.2 0.7
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) 0.1 1.0 6.0 4.8 3.1
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -2.0 -2.9 -4.2 -1.9 0.1
Stocks (mil. lbs.) 3.9 2.8 1.5 1.2 2.3
Price (([/lb.) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 -1.0 -1.1 -1.0 -l.l
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 0.02 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3
Iowa stocks (rail, bu.) -0.1 -1.6 -1.8 -1.7 -1.6
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -0.02 -0.9 -0.9 -0.8 -0.8
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) -28.5 -28.5 -28.1 -29.4 -32.3
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 1.6 -5.8 -10.4 -10.3 -26.0
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 0.4 -2.6 -3.0 -5.5 -7.5
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 0.2 -1.2 -1.5 -2.4 -2.7
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Table 6.3b. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +10^ corn loan rate, +10<( corn price)
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) 0 -6.6 3.2 1.4 0.8
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -0.15 -7.2 -2.8 -3.9 -4.0
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) -0.15 -0.3 1.8 1.2 1.0
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) 0.3 0.9 4.2 4.2 3.9
Acreage^^j (1000 acres)
Price (Decatur) (^/bu.)
-231.4 76.4 -90.8 -117.5 -160.9
0.8 25.0 16.3 19.1 19.5
Margin (<^/bu.) 0.1 0.6 1.1 1.0 l.O
Meal:
Oil:
Supply (1000 tons) -3.A -170.2 -68.3 -94.6 -97.3
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -1.2 -52.3 -1.2 -22.5 -19.2
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -2.2 -118.3 -67.1 -72.1 -78.1
Price ($/ton) 0.05 6.99 4.78 5.70 5.56
Supply (rail. lbs.) -1.6 -74.9 -41.1 -47.0 -46.5
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -3.7 -43.1 -25.0 -26.0 -26.6
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) 0.1 4.2 3.3 -0.1 1.2
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -2.0 -26.5 -15.9 -18.2 -20.0
Stocks (mil. lbs.) 3.9 -9.6 -3.6 -2.7 -1.1
Price (<[/lb,) 0.1 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.7
beans:
Iowa production (rail, bu.) 0 -1.0 -1.7 -3.1 -4.4
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 0.02 0.4 0.6 0.9 1.2
Iowa stocks (rail, bu.) -0.1 1.0 1.6 1.2 0.8
Iowa net exports (rail, bu.) -0.02 -1.4 -2.3 -4.1 -5.6
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) -28.5 -46.0 -85.6 -117.8 -152.8
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 1.6 46.6 29.6 34.5 29.7
meal production (1000 tons) 0.4 9.0 13.8 21.9 28.3
oil production (mil. lbs.) 0.2 4.4 6.4 9.3 12.0
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production promotes a buildup of oil and bean stocks. The overall
decline in demand for soybeans is further reinforced by the dip in the
corn price. This lowers prices so that Iowa acreage, production, and net
incorae are down, also. The reverse occurs when the government attempts
to lift the price floor when market conditions for corn are depressed.
Exports and inventories of soybeans show some growth as acreage and
production tail off, therefore, bean prices improve. Aggregate net farm
incorae in Iowa receives a boost of $30-47 million, in contrast to the
approximately $30 million loss when corn market prices are above the
support.
Case 4: Soybean Loan Rate
We can also explore the aftermath of a decision to raise the price
support for soybeans. Table 6.4 is the culmination of a ten cent per
bushel increase in the loan rate. It is assumed that the free market
price is well above the price floor set by the government.
At first we notice that raising the support induces additional area
to be planted to soybeans. The larger expected volume prompts a disposal
of current inventories of beans and oil. As crushing rises due to lower
bean prices, the production of oil and meal increase. Domestic meal
consumption expands by 1-13 thousand tons because of a declining price of
3-58 cents per ton. Oil consumption is similarly affected, and net
exports of oil increase mainly because of concessionary sales.
Marginal increases of i6--36 thousand ares of soybeans occur in Iowa.
It appears that only in one year out of five is there a production
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Table 6.4. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +104/bu. soybean loan rate, SOYPF > SOYPE
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil.'bu.) 0 3.7 1.7 1.7 1.3
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) 0.1 1.5 0.5 0.6 0.4
U.S. exports (rail, bu.) 0.1 1.1 0.4 0.4 0.3
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) -0.2 l.l 0.8 0.7 0.5
Acreage^^^ (1000 acres) 128.6 19.4 29.6 22.9 46.0
Price (Decatur) (<^/bu.) -0.5 -3.5 -1.8 -1.8 -1.5
Margin (^/bu.) 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0
Meal
Supply (1000 tons) 1.9 37.0 11.9 14.7 10.5
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) 0.7 13.5 4.8 5.9 4.5
Comm. exports (1000 tons) 1.2 23.6 7.1 8.9 6.0
Price ($/ton) -0.03 -0.58 -0.21 -0.25 -0.19
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) 0.9 14.8 6.5 6.7 4.9
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) 2.0 9.1 5.5 4.6 3.7
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) -0.1 -1.1 -2.6 -1.4 -1.1
P.L, 480 exports (mil. lbs.) 1.1 5.8 3.6 3.3 2.9
Stocks (mil. lbs.) -2.2 1.0 0.1 0.1 -0.6
Price (|/lb.) -0.04 -0.18 -0.12 -0.11 -0.10
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 0.6 0.6 0.9 1.1
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) -0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.07 -0.09
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) 0.03 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) 0.01 0.6 0.7 1.0 1.2
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) 16.4 17.4 24.1 29.1 35.8
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) -0.9 -6.3 -0.7 -1.8 4.1
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) -0.2 -0.7 -1.3 -1.7 -2.1
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) -0.1 -0.3 -0.5 -0.7 -1.0
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increase sufficient to offset the lower soybean price, therefore,
aggregate net returns from soybeans fall by $1-6 million.
Case 5: Government Owned Soybean Stocks
One of the implications of soybean price support activity is an
accumulation of stocks by the CCC during periods of weak market demand.
Baumes and Meyers (1980) have obtained an 18 cent rise in the corn price
for a 100 million bushel addition to CCC owned inventories, which is
incorporated into the multipliers of Table 6.5.
A large quantity of government owied soybeans overhanging the market
has a stifling effect on the level of commercially held stocks, but is
mitigated by the higher corn price. The net effect suggests that of the
100 million bushel reduction in supply, 80 percent comes equally from
crush and private stocks, with the remaining 20 million from exports.
The price per bushel goes up by almost a dollar. Production of meal and
oil also declines, which leads to higher prices of about $23/ton for meal
and 44/pound for oil. When the price that Iowa farmers receive goes up
by 94 cents, their net cash receipts are $186 million higher than it
would have been.
It should be kept in mind that these government stocks should be
disposed of eventually. Impacts of the opposite sign of the results from
Table 6.5 should then be witnessed. The rationale behind price support'
activity is that there ought to be a net gain to society by preventing
price from reaching an equilibrium below the support level. This model
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Table 6.5. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: -t-100 mil. bu. , CCC owned soybean stocks,
+184 corn price,
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) -100.0 67.1 -17.8 -25.4 -15.3
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -40.2 32.9 -10.2 -9.6 -3.9
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) -17.6 28.2 1.0 0.5 4.2
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) -42.1 6.0 -8.7 -16.3 -15.7
Acreagej.^.j^ (1000 acres)
Price (Decatur) (^/bu.)
3642 -813.0 -530.4 37.9 -33.9
98.7 -47.6 32.1 39.6 29.2
Margin (^/bu.) -1.8 5.7 0.5 1.6 2.3
Meal :
Supply (1000 tons) -941.7 794.3 -242.9 -231.7 -93.4
U.S. consumption (1000 tons)-329.7 341.1 -71.4 -57.5 -31.6
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -612.0 453.3 -171.5 -174.2 -61.8
Price ($/ton) 22.37 -6.18 11.59 11.00 9.8^
Oil:
Supply (rail, lbs.) -438.6 365.1 -112.8 -103.6 -43.1
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -211.5 120.2 -20.0 -56.8 -27.8
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) 19.2 15.8 -49.2 6.2 1.9
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -129.1 82.2 -16.8 -41.9 -22.0
Stocks (mil. lbs .) -117.2 29.6 2.8 -8.5 -3.7
Price (<t/lb.) 4.0 -2.4 0.4 1.4 0.7
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 5.6 -3.0 -3.9 -4.4
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.9 2.4
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) 30.4 45.8 39.6 38.2 38.8
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -1.1 4.5 -4.4 -5.8 -6.7
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) 161.0 -80.8 -105.1 -115.7 -155.9
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 186.3 -93.8 62.6 95.8 48.9
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 25.0 23.4 34.4 47.0 57.5
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 12.1 11.1 14.6 19.4 28.1
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provides a way of testing whether price stabilization leads to higher net
incomes for Iowa's fanners over the long run.
Case 6: Expected Soybean Yield
Suppose that we have exceptional growing conditions for soybeans
that are isolated to the state of Iowa. Since Iowa is the source of
approximately one—fifth of the nation's output, it is assumed that a five
bushel per acre gain in productivity in Iowa will raise the U.S. average
yield by one bushel per acre (see Table 6.6).
As Iowa's farmland becomes more productive relative to other parts
of the country, we see that fanners would exploit their comparative
advantage by planting more ares to soybeans. Although price is falling
due to increased supply, net return from sobyeans in Iowa is rising due
to the more than compensating yield improvement. And other areas of the
country respond by reducing soybean acreage in order to plant something
else. The expansion in supply makes beans more available for crush,
export, and inventories, and satisfies a greater amount of meal and oil
demand.
Case 7: General Price Level
We suspend the usual assumption of money neutrality in this case,
that is, an equal rise in prices acorss the economy will not affect
relative demand for any commodity. It is assumed that there is a rise in
the general price level, denoted by the GNP deflator. It is also held
that the variable costs of production for soybeans, corn, and cotton also
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Table 6.6. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +5 bu./acre Iowa yield, + 1 bu./acre
U.S. yield
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.)
Domestic crush (mil. bu.)
U.S. exports (mil. bu.)
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.)
Acreage^^j^ (1000 acres)
Price (Decatur) (^/bu.)
Margin ((^/bu.)
Meal:
Supply (1000 tons) 42.0 799.1 12.2 308.5 181.0
0 80.8 11.5 32.8 22.1
1.8 33.1 0.3 12.8 7.6
1.8 22.7 1.8 8.1 6.1
-3.6 25.1 9.2 11.9 8.4
865.3 -2378 -1394 -2031 -1490
-10.1 -74.4 -14.0 -34.2 -26.9
-0.6 2.3 -1.6 0.2 -0.7
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) 15.1 290.5 4.9 123.2 77.4
Comm. exports (1000 tons) 26.9 508.6 7.3 185.3 103.6
Price ($/ton) -0.65 -12.52 -0.21 -5.31 -3.3:
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) 19.6 319.7 43.5 129.7 86.3
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) 44.5 186.5 62.1 81.9 68.3
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) -1.7 -24.1 -48.5 -14.9 -21.7
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) 24.3 119.5 38.2 59.9 53.1
Stocks (mil. lbs.) -47.6 37.8 -8.3 2.8 -13.3
Price ((^/Ib.) -0.8 -3.8 -1.4 -2.0 -1.8
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (rail, bu.) 0 46.1 47.0 62.0 66.5
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) -0.2 -0.7 -0.9 -1.2 -1.5
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) 0.8 15.2 12.3 16.6 17.4
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) 0.2 46.8 47.9 63.2 68.0
Iowa acreage (lOOO acres) 289.6 268.3 538.9 641.2 898.6
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) -19.0 6.4 303.4 180.8 495.4
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) -4.4 -13.9 -21.9 -29.6 -36.2
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) -2.1 -6.6 -9.3 -12.2 -17.7
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rise at the same rate, which is ten percent a year. Table 6.7 records
the outcome of the simulation when some prices adjust with a lag. The
price of oil- falls because of the drop in domestic demand. Since real
consumer income is highly elastic in comparison to previous studies, the
oil price effect may be overstated.
Case 8: Exchange Rates
A depreciation in the value of the dollar would now be of
considerable interest to people with a stake in the soybean market. The
export demand for soybeans, as well as meal and oil, is being curtailed
by the current strnegth in our currency relative to the rest of the
world. If that strength receded by, say, ten cents/SDR, how would the
cheaper prices to foreigners affect trade and, ultimately, the domestic
markets? The impacts of such a devaluation are shown in Table 6.8.
Exports of soybeans climb by about 2-6 million bushels, which come
out of compensating reduction in crush for the first year and out of a
supply expansion after that. Higher raeal exports are balanced by less
domestic consumption and more production. The meal price fluctuates up
or down with regard to this change in output. There is a net income in
soy oil exports. When the oil price changes, this brings about a
substitution between commercial and P.L. 480 exports. The net increase
is from 35-50 million pounds.
Iowa experiences growth in acreage and production of soybeans, which
translates into a $25-63 million profit from devaluation, depending on
the extent to which increased soybean production pressures soybean prices
downward.
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Table 6.7. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +10% general price level, corn, soybean,
cotton production costs
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) 0 -51.5 -44.8 -54.2 -31.8
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -6.9 -29.2 -24.5 -26.6 -17.4
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) 0.3 -12.9 -10.5 -11.6 -6.2
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) 6.7 -9.5 -9.8 -16.0 -8.2
Acreage^^j^ (1000 acres) -1942 -1203 -1406 -611.3 --1512
Price (Decatur) (^/bu.) -32.8 6.2 9.9 l.l -9.8
Margin (^/bu.) -6.7 -9.6 -7.5 -9.3 -7.5
Meal:
Supply (1000 tons) -162.0 -704.4 -585.8 -642.1 -414.4
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -58.2 -256.1 -236.1 -256.5 -177.1
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -103.8 -448.3 -349.7 -385.6 -237.2
Price ($/ton) 2,51 11.04 10.18 11.06 7.6:
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) -75.5 -281.1 -273.9 -279.0 -216.3
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs. )-228.2 -345.5 -353.3 -350.4 -323.0
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) -2.5 3.9 27.2 18.1 21.4
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs. ) 112.6 62.3 44.0 78.6 82.0
Stocks (mil. lbs.) 42.7 -1.9 8.2 -25.2 3.2
Price (4/lb.) -4.2 -2,7 -2.0 -3.2 -3.2
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 -5.0 -5.6 -7.5 -7.3
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) -1.1 -1.9 -2.4 -3.3 -3.9
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) 2.5 -1.2 -2.0 -1.8 -0.9
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) 1.1 -3.0 -3.2 -4.2 -3.4
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) -143.5 -152.2 -203.1 -194.2 -269.8
Iowa net income (rail, bu.) -92.3 -39.4 -50.1 -74.3 -139,9
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) -25.2 -40.4 -57.9 -79.8 -94.7
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) -12.2 -19.2 -24.6 -32.8 -46.3
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Table 6.8. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +I04/SDR exchange rate
Year I Year 2 Year 3 Year ^ Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.)
Domestic crush (mil. bu.)
U.S. exports (mil. bu.)
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.)
Acreage^^j^ (1000 acres)
Price (Decatur) (^/bu.)
Margin ((^/bu.)
Meal:
Supply (1000 tons) -12.2 247.9 56.7 242.4 -28.3
0 20.3 5.0 14.8 -2.2
-0.5 10.3 2.4 10.0 -1.2
4.4 5.7 2.7 0.01 1.9
-3.9 4.4 -0.1 4.8 -2.9
807.8 19.8 471.7 -271.0 716.6
15.6 -12.7 9.3 -14.0 22.5
1.8 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.5
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -118.1 7.5 -121.2 13.2 -157.9
Comm. exports (1000 tons) 105.9 240,4 -177.8 229.2 129.6
Price ($/ton) 5.09 -0.32 5.22 -0.57 6.8C
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) -5.7 100.1 36.2 105.5 1.1
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -26.7 44.2 4.9 41.8 -30.4
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) 49.2 16.6 30.1 17.5 60.5
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -14.3 29.4 4.1 32.1 -22.7
Stocks (mil. lbs.) -13.9 9.9 -2.9 14.1 -6.4
Price ((|/lb.) 0.51 -0.89 -0.11 -1.0 0.8
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 1.5 0.3 1.2 -0.1
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.7 1.2
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) -1.2 1.2 -0.5 1.3 -1.6
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -0.4 1.0 -0.5 0.5 -1.3
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) 43.4 7.9 32.9 3.4 51.9
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 29.5 -22.3 25.8 -32.9 63.1
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 9.4 9.7 18.1 17.4 28.7
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 4.6 4.6 7.7 7.2 14.0
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Case 9: Foreign Livestock Production
The scale of the pork and poultry sectors in Western Europe and
Japan has a substantial influence on the amount of soybeans and soybean
meal exported to those countries. The ramifications of a 500 million
pound increase in pork production and a 200 million pound rise in poultry
output are roughly comparable, with the impact multipliers listed in
Tables 6.9a and 6.9b, respectively.
Both factors shift the soybean export demand curve outward. This
supply comes at the expense of crush and stocks in the first year, so
meal and oil production fall and their prices increase. However, acreage
and production begin to expand enough so that crush and stocks climb in
the later years. Since these countries import much of their soybean oil
needs through the purchase of soybeans, oil exports are hurt. Oil price
begins to fall, which in turn promotes more domestic consumption.
The response to these circumstances in Iowa is very similar. More
acreage is planted, and more soybeans are produced for crushing into meal
and for export. The 27 cent per bushel jump in the wholesale bean price
means an extra $51 million to Iowa farmers.
Case 10: High Protein Animal Units
A greater population of animals on high protein feed will have an
important influence on the soymeal market. As shown in Table 6.10,
domestic meal demand requires 1.3-1.5 million tons more in order to
satisfy a ten percent increase in the number of livestock. Exports fall
and meal price advances by $20-31 per ton.
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Table 6.9a. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +500 mil. lbs. pork production in EC and
Japan
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) 0 35.2 29.3 28.3 23.8
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -8.9 6.1 1.7 1.4 -0.5
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) 15.6 25.2 22.7 22.0 21.1
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) -6.7 3.9 4.8 5.0 3.2
Acreagej.^^ (1000 acres) 1398 865.5 744.7 727.6 902.0
Price (Decatur) (4/bu.) 27.0 -6.3 0.1 1.8 6.6
Margin (ij/bu.) 0.3 1.4 0.6 0.7 0.7
Meal :
Supply (1000 tons) -207.5 147.8 40.3 33.4 -11.8
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -189.7 -62.8 -112.9 -114.7 -142.1
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -17.9 210.6 153.3 148.1 130.2
Price ($/ton) 8.18 2.71 4.87 4.94 6.12
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) -96.7 31.5 1.9 -3.6 -22.6
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -39.6 51.0 44.9 36.3 25.4
Cumm. exports (mil. lbs.) 4.1 -34.2 -52.6 -47.4 -42.5
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -24.8 31.4 28.2 24.7 18.3
Stocks (mil. lbs.) -36.4 -16.8 -18.5 -17.1 -23.8
Price ((f/Xb.) 0.8 -1.0 -1.0 -0.9 -0.7
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (rail, bu.) 0 2.6 2.1 2.2 2.4
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) -2.1 0.8 0,5 0.4 0.03
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -0.4 2.2 1.6 1.6 1.8
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) 75.2 58.2 58.9 64.4 81.3
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 51.0 -5.9 13.3 13.0 37.6
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 9.0 9.4 12.0 13.0 15.9
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 4.4 4.5 5.1 5.4 7.8
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Table 6.9b. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +200 mil. lbs. poultry production in EC
and Japan
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) 0 38.0 31.6 30.6 25.7
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -9.6 6.6 1.8 1.5 -0.5
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) 16.8 27.2 24.5 23.7 22.8
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) -7.3 4.2 5.2 5.4 3.5
Acreage^^.^ (1000 acres) 1511 935.4 804.9 786.4 974.9
Price (Decatur) (^/bu.) 29.2 -6.8 0.1 2.0 7.1
Margin (^/bu.) 0.3 1.5 0.7 0.8 0.7
Meal :
Supply (1000 tons) -224.3 159.7 43.6 36.1 -12.8
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -205.0 -67.9 -122.0 -124.0 -153.5
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -19.3 227.6 165.6 160.1 140.8
Price ($/ton) 8.84 2.93 5.26 5.34 6.62
Oil:
Supply (mil. lbs.) -104.5 34.1 2.1 -3.9 -24.4
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -42.8 55.2 48.5 39.2 27.5
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) 4.4 -36.9 -56.9 -51.3 -45.9
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) -26.8 33.9 30.5 26.7 19.8
Stocks (mil. lbs .) -39.3 -18.1 -20.0 -18.5 -25.8
Price (^/Ib.) 0.8 -1.1 -1.1 -0.9 -0.7
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 2.8 2.3 2.3 2.6
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) -2.2 0.9 0.6 0.4 0.04
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -0.4 2.3 1.8 1.8 1.9
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) 81.3 62.9 63.7 70.0 87.8
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) 55.1 -2.0 17.9 18.2 45.7
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 9.8 10.1 12.9 14.1 17.2
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 4.7 4.8 5.5 5.8 8.4
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Table 6.10. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +10% high protein animal units
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu.) 0 51.5 43.4 47.1 35.1
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) 8.,2 31.1 25.7 28.0 22.0
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) I. 6 14.8 11.4 10.4 9.0
CoTom. stocks (mil. bu.) -9,.8 5.6 6.2 8.7 4.1
Acreage^^j^ (1000 acres) 2044 1288 1297 1020 1534
Price (Decatur) (<^/bu,) 39.,5 -8.8 3.9 -1.9 15.7
Margin (<f/bu.) 8.,0 10.0 9.7 9.8 9.9
Meal
Oil
Supply (1000 tons) 192.0 751.6 615.0 677.3 525.4
U.S. consumption (1000 tons)1310.3 1546.0 1539.0 1543.0 1487.1
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -1118.4 -794.5 -924.0 -865.7 -961.7
Price ($/ton) 27.02 19.56 26.88 24.82 30.95
Supply (mil. lbs.) 89.4 319.9 295.2 305.6 249.1
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) 75.9 205.1 207.5 201.7 167.5
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) -4.7 -23.9 -53.2 -49.0 -36.5
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) 43.7 129.1 138.3 146.1 131.7
Stocks (mil. lbs.) -25.5 9.6 2.7 6.8 -13.5
Price (|/lb.) -1.4 -4.1 -4.6 -4.8 -4.4
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (mil. bu.) 0 3.8 3.2 3.6 3.5
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) 1.5 2.4 3.4 4.0 5.0
Iowa stocks (mil. bu.) -3.0 1.1 0.5 0.9 -0.4
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) -1.5 1.4 -0.2 -0.4 -1.5
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) 110.0 86.3 97.7 93.7 133.2
Iowa net income (rail, bu.) 74.6 -7.7 29.6 7.6 72.2
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) 34.2 49.6 80.6 97.4 121.6
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) 16.6 23.6 34.2 40.1 59.5
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The crushing industry becomes much more profitable in spite of a 40
cent/bushel rise in wholesale bean prices because of the 8-10 cent
widening of the margin. A shrinking of stocks supplies the necessary
quantity in the initial period, whereas the soybean price fosters more
acreage and production in the following periods. The oil sector now
becomes burdened with abundant supplies and oil prices go down by 1-5
cents per pound. This encourages U.S. soy oil consxjmption by 75-200
million pounds. Since soybean exports to developed countries are rising,
we experience a decline in the amount of commercially exported oil, which
is disposed of through the P.L. 480 program.
Iowa is a major producer of livestock for the nation, so it is not
surprising to discover that more of the soybean crop is being crushed for
use in the state. Net income to soybean producers is estimated to be $75
million higher.
Case 11: Competing Oils Consumption
Table 6.11 illustrates how an increase in the consumption of butter
and lard, cottonseed, palm, and other oils by 100 million pounds would
reduce domestic soy oil consumption by about 38-58 million pounds, and
thus cut the oil price by about a half cent per pound. This in turn
reduces the demand for soybeans, which reduces bean price, crush, meal
and oil production, and acreage planted in the next year. Iowa's acreage
and production of beans, meal, and oil similarly fall, and Iowa net farm
income from soybeans declines by about 11 million dollars in the first
year.
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Table 6.U. Reduced form impact multipliers of the model (sector:
component: unit: +100 mil. lbs. competing oil consumption
Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5
Soybeans:
Supply (mil. bu,) 0 -7.6 -6.7 -6.1 -5.7
Domestic crush (mil. bu.) -1.4 -4.8 -4.0 -3.6 -3.5
U.S. exports (mil. bu.) -0.03 -2.1 -1.5 -1.5 -1.4
Comm. stocks (mil. bu.) 1.5 -0.8 -1.1 -1.0 -0.8
Acreage^^j (1000 acres) -30.5 -20.0 -15.7 -18.2 -20.5
Price (Decatur) ((^/bu.) -5.9 1.2 0.3 -1.0 -1.1
Margin (^/bu.) -1.3 -1.5 -1.4 -1.4 -1.4
Meal:
Supply (1000 tons) -33,5 -114.9 -94.7 -87.5 -84.7
U.S. consumption (1000 tons) -12.0 -41.8 -38.2 -35.0 -36.2
Comm. exports (1000 tons) -21.5 -73.1 -56,5 -52.5 -48.5
Price ($/ton) 0.52 1.80 1.65 1.51 1.56
Oil:
Supply (rail, lbs.) -15.6 -51.0 -48.6 -45.1 -45.6
U.S. consumption (mil. lbs.) -37.7 -57.0 -57.5 -54.7 -56.3
Comm. exports (mil. lbs.) -0.4 0.8 4.0 2.3 2.9
P.L. 480 exports (mil. lbs.) 20.7 9.7 10.8 14.0 14.3
Stocks (rail, lbs.) 1.8 -4.6 -6.0 -6.6 -6.6
Price (4/lb.) -0.77 -0.43 -0,45 -0.56 -0.57
Iowa beans:
Iowa production (rail, bu.) 0 -0.57 -0.48 -0.46 -0.58
Iowa crush (mil. bu.) -0.20 -0.34 -0.44 -0.58 -0.69
Iowa stocks (rail, bu.) 0.45 -0.16 -0.14 -0.04 -0,04
Iowa net exports (mil. bu.) 0.20 -0.23 -0.04 0.12 0.12
Iowa acreage (1000 acres) -16.4 -13.3 -12.7 -15.3 -18.3
Iowa net income (mil. bu.) -11.1 0.7 -2.3 -4.4 -7,7
Iowa meal production (1000 tons) -4.7 -7.0 -10.6 -14.1 -16.8
Iowa oil production (mil. lbs.) -2.3 -3.3 -4.5 -5.8 -8,2
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Sunmary
Although it is doubtless that many improvements can be made to this
model, the results conform to theoretical expectations and the magnitudes
of the impacts seem plausible. We can compare the multipliers of
Table 6.1 with those obtained by Meyers and Hacklander (1979) for a ten
cent rise in corn price.
In the latter study, soybean price experiences a 10-15 cent rise,
and acreage declines by 700 thousand after the first year and rises 100
thousand in the next year. Bean exports grow by 3.6 million bushels, fed
mostly by a drop in domestic stocks. Downward shifts in meal and oil
supplies are relatively small in the first period, but drop even further
in the succeeding year by 150 thousand tons and 60 million pounds,
respectively. These result in meal and oil price impacts of a positive
$3.8-4.4 per ton and 0.2-0.5 cents per pound.
The discrepancies appear to rise out of differences in the price
elasticities. Meyers and Hacklander have more elastic demands for bean
stocks and bean exports and less elastic crush demand than found in this
study.
Further extensions of this paper could be made which would produce
even better insights of the effects on Iowa net farm income. It would be
quite reasonable to augment this model with an international feed grains
sector and even a domestic livestock section. The interrelated markets
among soybeans, corn, and livestock production in Iowa could be examined
for their contributions to net income, as well.
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APPENDIX A
Variable Definitions and Sources
Endogenous variables
DCORNRE: Deflated net returns from corn, $/acre (computed
[CORPF * (CORSYGRE_]_ + C0RSYGRE_2 + CORSYGRE_3)/3 - CORVC]/GNPD)
DCTNRE: Deflated net returns from cotton, $/acre (computed
[COLFAU * (COLSYE_j^ + C0LSYE_2 + COLSYE_3)/3] - CTVC]/GNPD)
DSNREl: Deflated net returns from soybeans, $/acre (computed
[SOYPF * (SOYSYE_| + SOYSYE.j + SOYSYE_3)/3 - SYVC]/GNPD)
OESOYX: Oil equivalent of total world soybean exports, million lbs.
(computed SOYXTOT * SOOSC * 100)
SOMDDT: Soybean meal domestic disappearance, 1,000 tons: Fats & Oils
Situation
SOMMXES: Soymeal exports, excluding shipments to U.S. territories, crop
year, 1,000 tons: Fats & Oils Situation
SOMPM: Soybean meal price, 44 percent protein, Decatur, crop year
average, $/ton: Fats & Oils Situation
SOMXTOT: Soybean meal, total world exports, million lbs. (computed
SOMMXES + SOMMXBRl * 1.1023)
SOMSP: Soybean meal, U.S. production, crop year, 1,000 tons: Fats &
Oils Situation
SOODDT: Soybean oil domestic disappearance, million lbs.: Fats & Oils
Situation
SOOHC: Soybean oil, ending commercial stocks, million lbs.: Fats & Oils
Situation
SOOPM: Soybean oil season average price, Decatur, i^/lb.: Fats & Oils
Situation
SOOSP: Soybean oil total U.S. production, October year, million lbs.:
Fats & Oils Situation
SOOXES: Soybean oil, U.S. exports excluding shipments to U.S.
territories and P.L. 480, million lbs. (computed SOOXPL - SOOPL)
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SOOXPL: Soybean oil, U.S. exports, commercial plus P.L. 480, million
lbs.: Fats & Oils Situation
SOYHT: Soybeans, ending total stocks, August 31, million bu.: Fats &
Oils Situation
SOYHC: Soybeans, ending commercial stocks, million bu.: Fats & Oils
Situat ion
SOYCM: Soybean crushing margin, $/bu. (computed
SOMSC * SOMPM/20) + (SOOSC * SOOPM) - SOYPM)
SOYMX: Soybeans, U.S. exports, crop year, million bu.: Fats & Oils
Situation
SOYPF: Soybeans season average price received by farmers, $/bu.: Fats &
Oils Situation
SOYPM: Soybeans, season average wholesale price, #1 yellow, $/bu.: Fats
& Oils Situation
SOYSAE: Soybean acreage planted, million acres: Crop Production
SOYSC: Soybeans, total crushed, September year, million bu.: Fats &
Oils Situation
SOYSCMX: Soybeans, crushed plus exports, million bu. (computed
SOYSC + SOYMX)
SOYSPE: Soybeans, total production, million bu.: Fats & Oils Situation
SOYXTOT: Soybeans, total world exprots, million bu. (computed
SOYMX - SOYXSC + 0.0367 * (SOYMXBRl - SOYXBRSl))
lACORNYE: Iowa com yield, bu./acre: Crop Production
lACORPF: Iowa corn price, season average paid to farmers, $/bu.:
Agricultural Prices
lACNR: Iowa corn net returns, deflated $/bu. (computed
[IACORPF * (lACORNYE.^ + IAC0RNYE_2 + lACORNYE.j)/3 - CpRVC]/GNPD)
lASOYEXP: Iowa aggregate soybean production, million dollars (computed
SYVC * lASOYSA)
lASOYNFI: Iowa net farm income from soybeans, million dollars (computed
lASOYVS - lASOYEXP)
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lASOYNX: Iowa net exports of soybeans, million bu. (computed
lASOYSD - lASOYSC)
lASOYSD: Iowa soybeans sold, million bu.: Agricultural Statistics
lASOYVS: Iowa soybeans, value of sales, million dollars (computed
lASOYSD * lASOYPF)
lASOMSPr Iowa soymeal production, thousand tons: Oilseed Crushings
lASOOSP: Iowa soyoil production, million lbs.: Oilseed Crushings
lASOYHC: Soybeans, total stocks in Iowa t year's end, 1,000 bu.: Grain
Stocks
lASNR: Iowa soybean met returns, deflated $/bu. (canputed
[IASOYPF * (IAS0YSYE_| + IAS0YSYE_2 + IASOYSYE_3)/3 - SYVC]/GNPD)
lASOYPF: Season average price received by farmers in Iowa for soybeans,
$/bu.: Agricultural Prices
lASOYPLl: Iowa expected soybean loan rate, $/bu.: ASCS data
lASOYSAE: Iowa acreage planted, million acres: Crop Production
lASOYSC: Soybeans crushed in Iowa mills, 1,000 bushels, Dept. Commerce:
Oilseed Crushings
lASOYSPE: Soybeans, total production in Iowa, crop year, 1,000 bushels:
Crop Production
VALOM: Value of oil and meal, $/bu. (computed
(SOMPM/20) * SOMSC + (SOOPM * SOOSC) - SOYPM)
Exogenous variables
BUTTLD: Butter and lard, U.S. domestic disappearance, October year,
million lbs.: Fats and Oils Situation
CENI: Personal consumption expenditures on nondurable goods and
services, billion $: Economic Indicators
CHISPECl: Poultry production in European community, calendar year, 1,000
metric tons: Foreign Agricultural Circular
COLFAU: Cotton, American upland, price received by farmers, August year,
<}/lb.: Agr icultural Prices
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COLSYE: Cotton yield, expected lb./acre: Crop Production
COODD: Cottonseed oil, domestic disappearance, October year, million
lbs.: Fats & Oils Situation
CORNXPS: Weighted world corn price, $/bu, (computed,
(19.27) * CORPF/SDR) + 0.47 * CORPA)
CORPA: EC threshold price for corn, weighted average of countries:
Marches Agricoles
CORPDl: Expected effective diversion payment, corn (including support
pajrment), $/bushel (computed)
CORPEl: Corn, expected effective price support, $/bu. (computed)
CORPF: Corn, season average price received by farmers, $/bu.:
Agricultural Prices
CORSYGRE: Com yield, expected bu./acre, October year: Crop Production
CORVC: Corn, variable costs of production, $/acre: USDA-ESS Costs of
Producing Selected Crops in the United States
CTVC: Cotton, variable costs of production, $/acre: USDA-ESS Costs of
Producing Selected Crops in the United States
D74: Dummy variable, D74 = 1 in 1974, 0 elsewhere
D76: Dummy variable, D76 = 1 in 1976, 0 elsewhere
D80: Dummy variable, D80 = 1 in 1980, 0 elsewhere
DUM72: Dummy variable, DUM72 = 1 in 1972, 0 elsewhere
FAOOD: Fats and oils disappearance less soy, cotton, palm, butter, and
lard, October year, million lbs.: Fats & Oils Situation
FATOIL: Total oil disappearance, mil. lbs. (computed, COODD + FAODD
PAODD)
FEEDHPS: U.S. feed, high protein consumption less fish and soy meal,
October year, 1,000 tons: Fats & Oils Situation
CVSOY: Soybean crushing capacity, million bu.: Fats & Oils Situation
FIMPW: Fish meal price, CIF European ports, Peruvian and/or any origin
$/short ton: Foreign Agricultural Circular
GNPD: GNP deflator, October year, 1972 = 100: Economic Indicators
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HOGJNl: Hog production in Japan, calendar year, 1,000 metric tons:
Foreign Agricultural Circular
HOGSDECl; Hog production in European Connnunity, 1,000 ra.t.: Foreign
Agricultural Circular
HPAUTST: High protein animal units, calendar year (computed from Feed
Situation)
LIVIFl: Livestock price index, calendar year, 1966 » 100 (computed)
LIVEPUJl: Livestock production, 1,000 m.t. (computed
.5 * (CHISPECl + POLJN)/2,513 + .5 * (HOGSDECl + HOGJNl)/6,790)
lACORNYE: Iowa corn yield, bu./acre, October year: Crop Production
lASOMSC: Iowa meal crushing yield, cwt./bu. (computed,
TA^nM^r - lASOMSP .lASOYSC * 50^
lASOOSC: Iowa oil crushing yield, cwt./bu. (computed,
lASOOSP ^
IASOYSC * 100^
lASOYSYE: Expected Iowa soybean yield, bu./acre: Crop Production
lASOYUF: Iowa soybeans used on farms, million bu.. Agricultural
Statistics
IRESDEV: International reserves of nonoil exporting developing
countries, millions SDR: OSS data files
PAODD: Palm oil domestic disppearance, October year, million lbs.: Fats
& Oils Situation
POLJN: Poultry production in Japan, calendar year, 1,000 m.t.: Foreign
Agricultural Circular
RSOMCOR: Ratio of real meal price to world average corn price (computed,
(1 - SOMECPC) (39.368 * CORPF)/SDR + SOMECPC * CORPA)
SDR: U.S. dollars per SDR, October basis, $/SDR: International
Financial Statistics
SHIFT77: Dummy variable, SHIFT77 = 1 after 1977, 0 elsewhere
SMSMNE9: Soybean meal imported by EC, 1,000 m.t.. Foreign Agricultural
Circular
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SCWECPC: Soybean meal imported by EC, percent of total exports
(computed, SMSMNE9 * 1.1023/SOMXTOT)
SCMHT: Soymeal, end of year stocks, billion lbs.: Fats & Oils
Statistics
SOMMXBRl: Soybean meal exports, Brazil and Argentina, calendar years,
1,000 m.t.: Foreign Agriculture Service data
SOMSG; Soybean meal computed crushing yield cwt./bu. (computed
SOMSP/SOYSC * 50)
SOOHCC: Soybean oil ending stocks, CCC ovmed, million lbs., ASCS data
SOOHCPL: Soybean oil government stocks plus PL-480, million lbs.
(computed, SOOHCC + SOOPL)
SOOPL: Soybean oil, PL-480, October year, million lbs. exported: Fats &
Oils Situation
SOOSC: Soybean oil crushing yield, cwt./bu. (computed
SOOSP/SOYSC * 100)
SOOTS: Soybean oil, total supply, million lbs. (computed,
SOOSP + SOOHC.j^ + SOOHCC.j)
SOOXF: Soybean oil, exports by foreign nations, million lbs.: Foreign
Agricultural Circular
SOYCC: Soybeans, ending stocks, CCC ovmed, under loan and reseal,
million bu.: Fats & Oils Situation
SOYDV: Soybeans, domestic feed, seed, and residual use, million bu.:
Fats & Oils Situation
SOYHF: Soybeans, ending stocks under loan, million bu.: Fats & Oils
Situation
SOYHG: Soybeans, ending stocks, CCC owned, million bu, (computed,
SOYCC - SOYHF)
SOYMXBRl: Soybean exports by Brazil and Argentina, 1,000 m.t.: FAS
data
SOYXBRSl: Soybean exports by Brazil and Argentina to the USSR and China,
1,000 m.t.: FAS data
SOYXSC: Soybeans, U.S. exports to the USSR and China, million bu.,
September year: Fats & Oils Situation
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SOYSYE: Expected soybean yield per harvested acre, September year,
bu./acre: Crop Production
SYVC: Soybeans, variable cost per acre, $/acre: USDA-ESS Costs of
Producing Selected Crops in the U.S.
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